Determining which processes take place in the spatial distribution of bacterioplankton 30 metacommunities has been a central goal of microbial ecology. In freshwater ecosystems, selection 31 has been spotted as the main driver shaping bacterial community. However, its relative importance 32 compared with others processes (dispersal, drift, diversification) may depend on spatial 33 heterogeneity and dispersal rates within a metacommunity. Still, a decrease in the role of selection 34 is expected with increasing dispersal homogenization. Here, we investigate the main ecological 35 processes modulating the bacterial assembly in contrasting scenarios of environmental 36 heterogeneity. We carried out a spatiotemporal survey in the floodplain system of Paraná River. The 37 bacterioplankton metacommunity was studied by a step-forward analysis combining different 38 statistical inferences based on the phylogenetic and taxa turnover as well as co-occurrence 39 networks. We found that selection was the main process even at both extremes of environmental 40 heterogeneity and homogeneity, challenging the general view that the strength of selection is 41 weakened due to dispersal homogenization. The ecological processes acting on the community also 42 determined the complexity and randomness of bacterial networks. The heterogeneous selection 43 promoted greater network complexity increasing the β-diversity, and bacterial associations were 44 more random with the increasing influence of stochasticity. Finally, the spatiotemporal 45 heterogeneity was an important factor determining the number and identity of keystone taxa in the 46 system. Integrating all these empirical evidences we propose a new conceptual model that 47 elucidates how the environmental heterogeneity guides the action of ecological processes shaping 48 the bacterial metacommunity. 49 50 51
INTRODUCTION
and less complex networks when stochastic processes predominate. However, the empirical 102 evidence of this dependency remains scarce. 103
The Paraná River floodplain constitutes a network of environments that resembles 104 metacommunity organization [37] , being an ideal system to address these issues. It is characterized 105 by a wide range of temporal and spatial heterogeneity mediated by irregular hydrological 106 fluctuations [50] . It comprises multiple shallow lakes, some of which are permanently connected to 107 the main river or secondary channels, whereas others remain isolated still high water phases 108 connects most the environments [51] . The floods have a homogenization effect on the 109 environmental features [52, 53] , as observed for other large rivers [54] . Here, we investigated the 110 bacterial community structure through 16S amplicon sequencing in this complex floodplain system 111 in order to (i) determine the relative importance of the High-level processes structuring the bacterial 112 metacommunity, (ii) detect changes in bacterial co-occurrence networks, and (iii) identify keystone 113 taxa in contrasting environmental heterogeneity scenarios mediated by landscape connectivity. 114
We hypothesized that the influence of different ecological processes shaping 115 bacterioplankton metacommunities depend mainly on system's environmental heterogeneity 116 determined by the degree of landscape connectivity. To test this hypothesis, we first analyzed the 117 Depth, water temperature, pH, conductivity, dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration (HANNA 152 checkers), and Secchi disk depth were measured in situ. Subsurface water samples were collected 153 and transported in polypropylene containers to the laboratory for turbidity, soluble reactive 154 phosphorus (SRP), nitrate (NO 3 -), ammonium (NH 4 + ), chromophoric dissolved organic matter 155 (CDOM) concentration (A 440 ), CDOM molecular weight (S 275-295 ), and chlorophyll-a analyses. 156
Technical details of the abiotic variables' analyses are described in the Supplementary Methods. 157 158
Bacterial samples collection and sequencing 159
Subsurface water samples for DNA (100 to 140 ml) were prefiltered with a 50 µm pore mesh, and 160 filtered through a 0.22 µm pore-size polycarbonate filters (Millipore). The filters were frozen (-80 161 ºC) until DNA extraction. Genomic DNA was extracted using a CTAB protocol [60] To a general view of bacterial community, we analyzed the taxonomic structure in each 198 hydrological phase and constructed rank abundance curves ( Fig. S3 ). We characterized the "rare biosphere" and the "abundant fraction" (zOTUs relative abundances per sample <1% and >1%, 200 respectively) [70] . 201
The effect of hydrological conditions on bacterial community structure was assessed by 202 calculating the community turnover in each hydrological phase. We computed a Bray-Curtis 203 distance matrix on the basis of zOTU normalized abundance for each hydrological phase and 204 calculated the dissimilarity (Xd) between the local communities as follow: 205
where Bray is the Bray-Curtis distance between two communities and Bray max corresponds to the 206 maximum Bray-Curtis distance considering the overall dataset. Then, we calculated the mean Xd 207 (Xd) of each similarity matrix computed, which was used as a value of community turnover. 208
We also evaluated the significance of the effect of hydrological conditions on bacterial 209 turnover performing a PERMANOVA [68] with 9 999 permutations on Bray-Curtis dissimilarity 210 distance, and Bonferroni pair-wise comparisons were run to obtain P-values (Past software V3). 211
To visualize the taxonomic similarity across local communities, nonmetric multidimensional 212 scaling (NMDS) was performed using the Bray-Curtis distance metric (Vegan package, R). 213 zOTU richness, Shannon-Weaver diversity (H') and Whittaker β-diversity indices were 214 calculated from the normalized bacteria zOTU 
Quantification of high-level process structuring the bacterial metacommunity 219
To quantify the relative importance of ecological processes in structuring the bacterial 220 metacommunity we used the approach proposed by Stegen et al. [12] . This method analyzes the 221 influence of environmental filtering based on an intrinsic property of the community, independently of the considered environmental variables [12, 71] , sorting the problem of overestimating the effect 223 of stochastic processes due to unmeasured environmental variables. 224
We first measured the influence of selection in each hydrological phase, comparing 225 observed phylogenetic turnover to a random expectation using the βNTI Index (β-Nearest Taxon 226 [72] [73] [74] ). This metric is defined as the difference between the observed mean phylogenetic distance 227 between each taxon and its closest relative in two communities (βMNTD metric) with the βMNTD 228 obtained from the null distribution, divided by the standard deviation of phylogenetic distances in 229 the null data. Absolute βNTI value greater than 2 (|βNTI |>2) indicates coexisting taxa are more 230 closely related than expected by chance, so selection strongly influences community composition 231 [12, 75] . Next, we estimated the percentage of homogeneous selection as the fraction of pairwise 232 comparisons with a βNTI value of <−2 and heterogeneous selection as the fraction of pairwise 233 comparisons with a βNTI value of >+2 [12] . 234
As this approach considered that the habitat preferences of closely related taxa are more 235 similar than the habitat preferences of distantly related taxa [12], we tested the phylogenetic signal 236 performing a Mantel correlogram analysis between zOTU niche and zOTU phylogenetic distances 237 [12, 23, 41, 76-78] (see Supplementary Methods). Phylogenetic signals were detected over short 238 phylogenetic distances ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ) consistent with previous work [12, 23, 41, 78, 79] . 239
The communities that were not structured by selection (i.e. |βNTI |<2), were then analyzed 240 in the second step, where the action of dispersal and drift was calculated based on the taxonomic 241 
Environmental heterogeneity 285
The average environmental dissimilarity between sites (Ed) as well coefficient of variation (CV) of 286 the nine abiotic variables indicated a clear trend to spatial homogenization from low water (low 287 hydrological connectivity) to high water (high hydrological connectivity) phases (Fig. 2) . 288
Additionally, the four hydrological phases were significantly different according to their 289 environmental characteristics (PERMANOVA P<0.05, Table S1 and S2). 290
291
Bacterial community structure and diversity 292
Overall in the 59 samples, a total of 8 927 zOTUs within the bacterial domain were defined. The 293 metacommunity was mainly dominated by Proteobacteria (33%), Actinobacteria (23%), 294
Bacteroidetes (18%), and Verrucomicrobia (11%). The community structure according to zOTUs 295 abundance varied with hydrological conditions with significant differences among phases 296 (PERMANOVA, P<0.001, Fig. S4 , Table S3 ) except between low water phases (LW and LWs). In 297 the NMDS, samples were organized following a clear homogenization pattern from low water to high water phases (Fig. 3 ). In the eHW phase, local communities were more similar displaying a 299 distinct cluster. In contrast, those from low water phases were more spread, mainly due to 300 differences in the community composition of isolated lakes (Fig. 3 Fig. 3 ). However, differences among local communities 307 were pronounced at low water phases, when isolated lakes were more spread showing lower values 308 than the mean (Fig. 3 ). 309 310
High-level process structuring the bacterial metacommunity 311
Having demonstrated that bacteria community was clearly linked to changes in the environmental 312 heterogeneity, we quantified the relative importance of selection, dispersal, and drift processes in 313 structuring the metacommunity. 314
The phylogenetic turnover analysis (βNTI) revealed that selection was the most important 315 structuring process regardless hydrological periods. However, its relative importance as well as the 316 type of selection, changed according to hydrological conditions and hence, to the environmental 317 heterogeneity. During both low water phases, heterogeneous selection had the major role in 318 structuring the metacommunity (76.66% LW and 84.55% LWs of the overall community turnover) 319 being poorly significant the role of homogeneous selection and non-selection process. In HW phase, 320 heterogeneous selection was also the most important process (39.74%), but the relative importance 321 of homogenous selection and non-selection processes were twice as high compared to the low water 322 phases ( Fig. 4) . In contrast, homogenous selection was the most important process in eHW (88.46%) (Fig. 4) . Regarding non-selection processes (RC bray ), dispersal limitation combined with 324 drift had the prevalent role in all the hydrological phases, except in eHW period when homogeneous 325 dispersion became more important (Fig. 4) . 326
327
Bacterial community associations 328
The associations between bacterial zOTUs remarkably differed regarding the environmental 329 heterogeneity (Fig. 5 ). The networks varied in both, number of nodes (bacterial zOTUs) and edges 330 (associations between bacteria), being the highest under the dominance of heterogeneous selection 331 (low water phases) (Fig. 5 ). The higher network complexity was observed during the dominance of 332 heterogeneous selection, as the average number of neighbors was considerably higher in both low 333 water phases with respect to high water phases, especially HW (Fig. 5) . In agreement, the 334 histograms of degree distribution showed a stronger power-law in low than in high water phases 335 ( Fig. 6) , indicating the presence of nodes highly connected when the heterogeneous selection had 336 the major role in structuring the metacommunity. 337
Finally, the values of clustering coefficient revealed more random associations during the 338 HW phase (Fig. 5 ) when heterogeneous and homogeneous selection had similar importance in 339 structuring the metacommunity, and the non-selection processes had higher contribution compared 340 to the other phases. 341
342
Metacommunity keystone taxa 343
The number as well as the taxonomic composition of keystone taxa were notably different in the 344 four hydrological phases. In LW, 50 zOTUs were defined as keystones that were reduced to 11 in 345
LWs and HW, and 13 in eHW. Most of these keystone taxa were exclusive of each hydrological 346 phase and no one was present at the four phases. Keystone taxa accounted differential contributions to each phylum in each hydrological phase, being Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes the better 348 represented in all phases (Fig. S5) . 349
In the RDA, keystone taxa were arranged according to the hydrological phase in which they 350 were defined (Fig. 7) . The first two axes accounted for 43.04% of the variance (axis 1: 33.09%; axis the upper part of the graph (Fig. 7) . Taxa from the LWs grouped together by the left of the graph, 358 while those from LW showed a clear segregation in 2 groups: taxa with higher abundances in lotic 359 systems were positively related to NO 3 and NH 4 + by the left panel; whereas taxa with higher 360 abundance in lentic environments were inversely related with CDOM molecular weight by the right 361 panel. The keystone taxa from high water phases were mainly positioned towards the lower part of 362 the graph (Fig. 7) : taxa from eHW located in the left panel were mainly associated with high 363
Based on the underpinning of Vellend's approach [3], we predicted that the influence of 374 non-selective processes would increase as the system becomes more homogeneous. Contrarily, we 375 found that selection was the main process shaping the bacterial metacommunity not only at 376 environmental heterogeneity but also at environmental homogeneity. 377
Several studies found evidence of the pivotal role of selection determining bacterial 378 communities' structure in different environments, and a decrease in its relative importance as 379 dispersal rates increase and the systems become more homogeneous in their environmental However, these previous attempts only considering spatial scales. To address the full scope 388 of the question, we extended these findings considering the spatial and temporal variability in a 389 complex ecosystem. We summarized our findings on three possible scenarios: 1) With high 390 environmental heterogeneity characterized by low connectivity, the structure of bacterial 391 assemblage was mainly driven by heterogeneous selection (Fig. 8a) . In this scenario, species with 392 different fitness may be strongly filtered by different selective forces in each local community 393 leading to a high β-diversity, whereas the influence of drift and dispersion should be irrelevant; 2) 394 At intermediate environmental heterogeneity, both heterogeneous and homogeneous selections had 395 similar weight and the relative influence of stochastic processes increased (Fig. 8a) . Here, the 396 magnitude of ordinary floods is insufficient to thoroughly mix water among all the floodplain, and 397 some environments begin to homogenize in their environmental filters while others retain their communities, leading to an overall reduction of community turnover and β-diversity. 400
Simultaneously, the metacommunity should be relatively random due to intermediate dispersal 401 rates; 3) At extremely environmental homogeneity, the homogeneous selection was the main 402 ecological rule structuring the metacommunity (Fig. 8a) . Despite stochasticity is expected to 403 increase due to the high dispersal rates, the bacterial species should be strongly filtered by common The understanding of ecological processes acting on metacommunities was extended 410 studying the bacterial co-occurrence patterns. Network analyses-based approaches have the 411 potential to infer inter-taxa correlations and can be applied to investigate structure complexity [47, 412 98], randomness [99], and the ecological rules guiding community assembly [44] . Particularly, the 413 influence of ecological processes on bacterial interactions is a poorly explored field. Emerging 414 studies in soil communities have revealed that systems under organic farming harbor more complex 415 networks than conventional farming, mainly associated to higher habitat heterogeneity [46] . 416
Additionally, it has been recently demonstrated that greater microbial diversity ensures greater 417 association complexity [47] . 418
Our results demonstrate that networks' topology was markedly different according to the 419 weight of the ecological processes acting on the bacterial community assemblage. At heterogeneous 420 selection dominance (LW and LWs phases), the network associations had higher complexity (Fig.  421   8b) . We assign this finding to the fact that the heterogeneous selection promotes a greater 422 taxonomic β-diversity [47] . Contrarily, the homogeneous selection drove less complex networks 423 decreasing the β-diversity. Additionally, under multiple ecological processes acting with similar Another important finding of our study was the influence of the ecological processes on the 426 randomness of networks. We observed less chance of bacterial associations when selection was 427 stronger (Fig 8b) . This is a general pattern mainly associated to the action of selection as taxa with 428 similar ecological requirements tend to co-occur more than by chance (e. g. [44, 99, 100] ). However, 429 this is one of the first studies that have empirically linked bacterioplankton networks to structuring 430 processes. Thus, our results add a new dimension revealing that both heterogeneous and 431 homogeneous selection promotes less random associations. Additionally, as stochastic processes 432 become more relevant, more random networks would be expected. 433
A useful feature of network analysis is that it allows to identify the strongly interconnected 434 keystone taxa which have a core effect on the community assemblage [87, 90] and are optimal 435 predictors of overall community changes [91] . Each hydrological phase presented a particular set of 436 keystone taxa that were determined by different selective factors. It was not surprisingly 437 considering that environmental conditions significantly varied among the hydrological phases (Fig.  438 1). Perhaps the most intriguing fact of our findings was the huge number of keystone taxa found 439 under the highest environmental heterogeneity (50 vs 11 to 15 taxa). Even under similar networks' 440 complexity and structuring processes at both low water phases, the number of keystone taxa was 441 clearly higher. We attribute this finding to a higher niche segregation and number of significant 442 environmental factors related with keystone taxa from LW. While the inorganic dissolved nitrogen 443 was the main driver at both low water periods, in LW the molecular weight of CDOM had also a 444 significant role in determining keystone taxa, particularly those abundant in isolated lakes. This 445 result brings new evidence to previously assumption about the role of environmental heterogeneity 446 in determining the number and identity of keystone taxa [46, 90] . 447 448
Concluding remarks 449
Integrating all the empirical evidence obtained here we propose a conceptual model that synthetizes 450 how environmental heterogeneity guides the action of ecological processes assembling the bacterial metacommunity (Fig 8c) . In systems with high environmental heterogeneity, the heterogeneous 452 selection plays the major role in structuring the community, promoting a greater β-diversity, and 453 more complex association networks. At intermediate values of environmental heterogeneity, the 454 action of stochastic processes reaches more importance, and both heterogeneous and homogeneous 455 selections have similar contribution; this leads to a decrease of β-diversity and to more randomness 456 in networks associations. In systems with high environmental homogeneity, the strength of 457 homogeneous selection dampens the influence of drift and dispersion, and local communities 458 become more similar and the association networks less complex. 459
The strength of this model is that it was conceived relying on different metacommunity 460 features (e.g. taxonomic and phylogenetic turnover, network associations) taking into account the 461 spatial and temporal scales. Furthermore, we used a step-forward analysis combining different 462 statistical inferences, which allowed us to take advantage of the strengths of each method alone and 463 in synergy with the others. Therefore, the proposed model represents a the hydrological phase in which they were selected as keystone: low water (LW), low water with 781 sedimentological pulse (LWs), high water (HW), extraordinary high water (eHW). Those zOTUs 782 selected in more than one hydrological phase are indicated with different circles. 783 784 Fig. 8: Empirical evidence (a-b) that support a new conceptual model (c) on how environmental 787 heterogeneity regulates the four ecological processes that shape bacterial metacommunity 788 assemblage (sensu Vellend [3, 11] homogeneous selections act with similar strength, and stochastic processes reaches more 793 importance. In this scenario, the selection acting in opposite ways does not allow homogenization or 794 differentiation of local community structure, leading to an overall reduction of turnover and β-795 diversity. Simultaneously, the metacommunity would have a relatively high randomness due to 796 intermediate dispersal rates. As consequence, the association network would tend to be less 797 complex and more random. At extremely homogenous environmental conditions, the low diversity 798 of niche habitat leads to an increase of homogeneous selection, and local communities are strongly 799 filtered by common environmental factors. The homogeneous selection leads to a low turnover and 800 β-diversity, promoting less complex associations. 801
